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Non-coding RNA polymerase II transcripts are processed by
the poly(A)-independent termination pathway that requires
the Nrd1 complex. The Nrd1 complex includes two RNA-
binding proteins, the nuclear polyadenylated RNA-binding
(Nab) 3 and the nuclear pre-mRNA down-regulation (Nrd) 1
that bind their specific termination elements. Here we report
the solution structure of the RNA-recognition motif (RRM) of
Nab3 in complex with a UCUU oligonucleotide, representing
the Nab3 termination element. The structure shows that the
first three nucleotides of UCUU are accommodated on the
�-sheet surface of Nab3 RRM, but reveals a sequence-specific
recognition only for the central cytidine and uridine. The spe-
cific contacts we identified are important for binding affinity
in vitro as well as for yeast viability. Furthermore, we show that
both RNA-binding motifs of Nab3 and Nrd1 alone bind their
termination elements with a weak affinity. Interestingly, when
Nab3 and Nrd1 form a heterodimer, the affinity to RNA is sig-
nificantly increased due to the cooperative binding. These
findings are in accordance with the model of their function in
the poly(A) independent termination, in which binding to the
combined and/or repetitive termination elements elicits effi-
cient termination.

RNA Polymerase II (RNA Pol II)6 transcribes messenger
RNA (mRNA), but also a subset of small nuclear and small

nucleolar RNAs (snRNAs/snoRNAs), micro-RNA precursors,
and a class of intergenic and antisense RNAs (1). RNA Pol II
uses two different mechanisms for transcription termination
of these “coding” and “non-coding” RNAs. Although the RNA
Pol II termination of mRNA requires a large multiprotein
complex that recognizes the poly(A) signal in the nascent
transcript (2), the termination of the non-coding RNAs re-
quires no poly(A) signal (2–4).
In the poly(A)-independent mechanism, transcription ter-

mination requires a specific factor, the Nrd1 complex. This
complex consists of three proteins: the nuclear pre-mRNA
down-regulation (Nrd) 1 protein, the nuclear polyadenylated
RNA-binding (Nab) 3 protein, and the putative RNA helicase
Sen1 (5–7). The Nrd1 complex interacts with the exosome, a
complex of 10–12 exoribonucleolytic and RNA-binding pro-
teins (8) and the Trf4-Air2-Mtr4 polyadenylation (TRAMP)
complex (9–11), which are involved in the 3� end processing
of non-coding RNA transcripts (3, 4, 7).
In yeast, transcription termination mediated by the Nrd1

complex requires binding to both the nascent RNA and the
carboxyl-terminal domain of RNA Pol II, which consists of 26
repeats of the sequence Tyr1-Ser2-Pro3-Thr4-Ser5-Pro6-Ser7
(1, 12). Interestingly, the Nrd1 complex binds the carboxyl-
terminal domain when it is phosphorylated at Ser5, a typical
feature of the early elongation phase of the transcription cy-
cle. The Ser5-phosphorylated carboxyl-terminal domain is
recognized by the carboxyl-terminal domain-interacting do-
main of Nrd1 (13, 14). The RNA-binding subunits of the Nrd1
complex, Nrd1 and Nab3, recognize their specific RNA se-
quences (called terminator elements) in the nascent tran-
scripts of RNA Pol II. It is believed that this specific binding of
Nrd1 complex to the terminator elements is the initial step in
the assembly of termination machinery.
A number of studies narrowed the sequence regions with

terminator elements (5, 6, 15–17) that were subsequently
identified as GUAR (where R stands for purine) and UCUU
sequences (18). GUAR and UCUU terminator elements are
recognized by Nrd1 and Nab3, respectively, via their frag-
ments encompassing RNA recognition motifs (RRMs) (18).
These terminator sequences are located downstream of
snRNA and snoRNA genes (18) although their relative orien-
tation and spacing are not highly conserved. In addition, it
was demonstrated that Nrd1 and Nab3 form a stable het-
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erodimer and bind to snoRNA terminators that contain mul-
tiple Nrd1- and Nab3-binding sequences (19).
Both Nrd1 and Nab3 contain RRM that likely mediates the

binding to their specific RNA sequences. The RRM is the
most abundant RNA-binding domain in higher vertebrates;
e.g. the RRM is present in about 2% of human genes (20). It is
a small protein domain of �90 amino acids with a typical
������ topology that forms a four-stranded �-sheet packed
against two �-helices (21–23). The structure of this domain is
relatively well defined despite a little sequence conservation
among various RRMs. The solved structures of RRM bound to
RNA show the complexity of protein-RNA recognition medi-
ated by the RRM, which often involves not only RRM-RNA
interactions but also RRM-RRM and other RRM-protein in-
teractions. The main protein surface of the RRM involved in
the interaction with the RNA is the four-to-five-stranded
�-sheet, which typically contacts two or three nucleotides.
Frequently, RRM-containing proteins bind more than three
nucleotides and recognize longer single-stranded RNA or
even internal RNA loops by employing of �-strand loops and
N- or C-terminal flanking regions of RRMs (21–23).
To better understand the structural basis behind the

poly(A) independent transcription termination pathway, we
initiated an NMR study of Saccharomyces cerevisiae Nab3.
Here, we present the three-dimensional solution structure of
the Nab3 RRM in free form and in complex with the 5�-
UCUU-3� RNA substrate. The structure of the complex re-
veals recognition of the YCU sequence (where Y stands for
pyrimidine) by the Nab3 RRM. We confirmed the sequence-
specific intermolecular contacts by site-directed mutagenesis
and fluorescence anisotropy (FA) measurements, and their
physiological role was also confirmed by yeast phenotypic
analyses. Finally, we demonstrate that the weak RNA binding
of the isolated RRMs of Nab3 and Nrd1 is greatly enhanced
when Nab3 and Nrd1 form a heterodimer and bind the RNA
cooperatively.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Cloning, Expression, and Purification of Proteins—The cod-
ing sequence corresponding to the RRM of the Nab3 gene
from S. cerevisiae (961–1245) was amplified by polymerase
chain reaction (PCR), and cloned into a pET22b expression
vector (Novagen) via NdeI and XhoI restriction sites. The re-
sulting C-terminal His6-tagged construct was verified by DNA
sequencing. The protein was overexpressed in Escherichia coli
BL21-Codon Plus (DE3)-RIPL (Stratagene), transformed with
the pET22b-RRM Nab3 construct at 37 °C in M9 minimal
medium, supplemented with 50 mg/liter of ampicillin. For
isotope labeling, the medium was supplemented with
15NH4Cl and [U-13C6]glucose. Cells were grown at 37 °C to
A600 �1 and induced with 1 mM isopropyl �-D-thiogalacto-
side. Cells were harvested by centrifugation (6000 � g for 10
min), resuspended in lysis buffer (50 mM sodium phosphate,
300 mM NaCl, 10 mM �-mercaptoethanol, pH 8), and dis-
rupted by sonication. The cell debris was cleared by centrifu-
gation (14,000 � g for 60 min). Soluble lysate was loaded on a
nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid column (Qiagen), equilibrated with
lysis buffer, washed with a high salt buffer (50 mM sodium

phosphate, 500 mM NaCl, 10 mM �-mercaptoethanol, 5 mM

imidazole, pH 8), and eluted with imidazole gradient (50–500
mM) of elution buffer (50 mM sodium phosphate, 300 mM

NaCl, 10 mM �-mercaptoethanol, pH 8). The protein was sub-
sequently loaded on a Superdex 75 gel filtration column (GE
Healthcare), equilibrated with lysis buffer. The protein frac-
tions from gel filtration were dialyzed against lysis buffer. The
purified protein was 99% pure, as judged by Coomassie-
stained SDS-PAGE. For NMR measurements the pure protein
was concentrated to 2.5 mM in 550 �l of 50 mM sodium phos-
phate (pH 8.0), containing 300 mM NaCl, and 10 mM �-mer-
captoethanol. The cloning, expression, and purification of
Nrd1 RRM-(340–410) were carried out in the same way as
for Nab3 RRM.
The expression and purification of the Nrd1-Nab3 het-

erodimer have been done in a similar manner as reported pre-
viously (19). To improve the yield of expression, we used
E. coli BL21-Codon Plus (DE3)-RIPL (Stratagene). We used
the following final buffer (50 mM Tris (pH 8.0), containing 150
mM NaCl, and 10 mM �-mercaptoethanol) to have the same
conditions for all fluorescence anisotropy measurements.
Prior to RNA titration, all proteins were tested for the resid-
ual RNase activity using RNaseAlert Lab Test (Ambion). RNA
oligonucleotides were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scien-
tific/Dharmacon and Sigma.
Generation of Nab3 RRMMutants—Site-specific mutagen-

esis was performed using the QuikChange site-directed mu-
tagenesis kit (Stratagene) with complementary sense and anti-
sense (AS) oligonucleotide primers as follows: R331A (S), 5�-
gcacaatattcctccgaagtcagcattattcattggtaatttgccg-3� and (AS),
5�-cggcaaattaccaatgaataatgctgacttcggaggaatattgtgc-3�; N361A
(S), 5�-tccatacggtcatatcatgcaaatcgctatcaaaaatgcctttggattcatt-3�
and (AS), 5�-aatgaatccaaaggcatttttgatagcgatttgcatgatatgaccgt-
atgga-3�; E397A (S), 5�-gcaaaaagttgatcctggcagtttctagctcgaatg-
c-3� and (AS), 5�-gcattcgagctagaaactgccaggatcaactttttgc-3�;
E397K (S), 5�-tggcaaaaagttgatcctgaaagtttctagctcgaatgc-3� and
(AS) 5�-gcattcgagctagaaactttcaggatcaactttttgcca-3�; S399A (S),
5�-agttgatcctggaagttgctagctcgaatgctcgt-3� and (AS), 5�-acgag-
cattcgagctagcaacttccaggatcaact-3�; S399K (S), 5�-actttggcaaaa-
agttgatcctggaagttaaaagctcgaatgctcgtcc-3� and (AS), 5�-ggacga-
gcattcgagcttttaacttccaggatcaactttttgccaaagt-3�. All mutations
were verified by DNA sequence analysis.
NMR Spectroscopy—All NMR spectra of 2.5 mM uniformly

15N,13C-labeled Nab3 RRM in 50 mM sodium phosphate
buffer (pH 8.0), 300 mM NaCl, 10 mM �-mercaptoethanol
(90% H2O/10% D2O) were recorded on Bruker AVANCE 600
and 900 MHz spectrometers equipped with a cryoprobe at a
sample temperature of 30 °C. All spectra were processed with
Topspin 2.1 (Bruker BioSpin) and analyzed with Sparky 3.0
(T. G. Goddard and D. G. Kneller, University of California,
San Francisco). The 1H, 13C, and 15N chemical shifts of Nab3
RRM were assigned as described previously (24). All distance
restraints were derived from the three-dimensional 15N- and
13C-edited NOESYs and two-dimensional 1H-1H-labeled
NOESY (with mixing time of 150 ms) collected at 900 MHz
spectrometer.
Akin to the free Nab3 RRM, the backbone resonance as-

signments of Nab3 RRM in the bound form were achieved
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using three-dimensional triple resonance experiments:
HNCA, HNCACB, and CBCA(CO)NH (24–26). Resonances
of the aliphatic side chains were assigned by a combination of
three-dimensional HCCH TOCSY, three-dimensional
HNHA, and three-dimensional 13C-edited NOESY spectra.
Resonances of the aromatic side chains were assigned using
two-dimensional homonuclear NOESY, three-dimensional
13Carom-edited NOESY, and two-dimensional (HB)CB(CGC-
D)HD spectra. All distance restraints were derived from the
three-dimensional 15N- and 13C-edited NOESYs (with mixing
time of 150 ms) collected at 900 MHz spectrometer. The RNA
resonances in complex were assigned using a combination of
standard through-space and through-bond experiments (27,
28). We could not assign all sugar resonances unambiguously
due to a high resonance overlap in the spectra (only unlabeled
RNA was used). The sugar pucker conformation for all nucle-
otides is C2�-endo, as identified in the two-dimensional
homonuclear TOCSY spectrum (strong cross-peaks between
the H1� and H2� resonances). Intermolecular distance con-
straints were obtained from the three-dimensional 13C F1-
edited, F3-filtered NOESY-HSQC experiment (29), which was
recorded in H2O (with WATERGATE water suppression) as a
two-dimensional filter NOESY omitting 13C chemical shift
evolution.
Structure Calculations—The preliminary structure deter-

minations of the free and bound Nab3 RRM were performed
with the automated NOE assignment module implemented in
the CYANA program (30). This automated NOE assignment
procedure is a re-implementation of the former CANDID
algorithm (31) on the basis of a probabilistic treatment of the
NOE assignment. CYANA carries out automated assignment
and distance calibration of NOE intensities, removal of mean-
ingless restraints, structure calculation with torsion angle dy-
namics, and automatic upper distance limit violation analysis.
The resultant NOE cross-peak assignments were subse-
quently confirmed by visual inspection of the spectra. The
predicted protein backbone � and � torsion angle from the
chemical shifts (32) for the secondary structure elements were
also included in the calculations. In the next step, CYANA-
generated restraints along with manually assigned protein-
RNA intermolecular restraints were used for further refine-
ment of the preliminary structures with AMBER 10.0
software (33). This calculations employed a modified version
(AMBER ff99SB) of the force field described by Cornell et al.
(34) along with a refinement protocol described in Padrta
et al. (35), and an explicit solvent. From 40 refined structures,
the 20 conformers with the lowest AMBER energy were se-
lected to form the final ensemble of structures. Structural
quality was assessed using PROCHECK (36) and WHAT IF
(37). Molecular graphics were generated using MOLMOL
(38) and PyMOL (57).
Fluorescence Anisotropy Measurements—The equilibrium

binding of Nab3 RRM to different oligonucleotides was ana-
lyzed by fluorescence anisotropy. The RNA oligonucleotides
were either 5�-labeled with TAMRA or fluorescein attached
via a hexyl linker. The measurements were conducted on a
FluoroMax-4 spectrofluorometer (Horiba Jobin-Yvon Edison,
NJ). The instrument was equipped with a thermostatted cell

holder with a Neslab RTE7 water bath (Thermo Scientific).
The whole system was operated using FluorEssence software
(version 2.5.3.0, Horiba Jobin-Yvon). The TAMRA fluoro-
phore was excited at 561 nm and its emission was collected at
581 nm. The widths of both excitation and emission mono-
chromatic slits were 8 nm and integration time was set to 3 s.
The fluorescein fluorophore was excited at 488 nm and its
emission was collected at 520 nm. For measurement with the
individual domains (Nrd1-(340–410) and Nab3-(331–415))
the width of both excitation and emission monochromatic
slits were 7 nm and the integration time was set to 3 s. 10 nM
labeled oligonucleotide (volume 1.4 ml) was titrated with in-
creasing amounts of the protein in 50 mM sodium phosphate
buffer (pH 7.5), supplemented with 150 mM NaCl and 10 mM

�-mercaptoethanol. For measurement with the heterodimer
(Nab3-(191–565)–Nrd1-(1–548)), 1 nM fluorescein-labeled
RNA was used. Both excitation and emission monochromatic
slits were 14 nm, the integration time was set to 3 s.
In all measurements, an identical concentration of the

oligonucleotide was included in the protein stock solution
to prevent dilution of the RNA during titration. All experi-
ments were carried out at 25 °C in a stirred 1.5-ml quartz
cuvette. Protein aliquots were added stepwise until the cu-
vette was filled. After this point, a certain volume of the
sample was always removed from the cuvette before addi-
tion of a protein aliquot of the same volume. A fixed delay
of 30 s was set between each aliquot addition and start of
the measurement to allow the reaction to reach equilib-
rium. This delay was sufficient, as no further change in ani-
sotropy was observed. Each data point is an average of five
measurements. Neither TAMRA nor fluorescein labels
showed binding with any of the protein constructs.
The data were analyzed in SigmaPlot 11 software (Systat

Software). The experimental isotherms were fit to a single-site
binding model according to Heyduk and Lee (39) using non-
linear least squares regression. The data were normalized for
visualization purposes.
Yeast Strains and Plasmids—The plasmid for the expres-

sion of wild-type Nab3 in yeast contain 550 bp of NAB3 pro-
moter upstream of the AUG and a 286-bp sequence down-
stream of the stop codon. SV320 contains the wild-type NAB3
inserted in pRS415 (a LEU2 CEN plasmid) (40). Plasmids
SV321-SV326 contain point mutants R331A, N361A, E397A,
E397K, S399A, and S399K, respectively (see above for the
primers). Strain DLY889 containing the endogenous NAB3
under control of the GAL1 promoter (3) was transformed
with plasmids containing either wild-type Nab3 or Nab3 RRM
point mutants with a LEU2 selectable marker (SV320, SV321,
SV322, SV323, SV324, SV325, and SV326, respectively). The
resulting strains were used for growth tests and Western blot
analyses.
Growth Test Analyses—To test whether the mutated resi-

dues were essential for growth, the resulting transformants
were grown in SC-LEU-HIS � 2% galactose at 30 °C to an
A600 1.0. The cultures were then serially diluted in 96-well
plates by a factor of 10, and spotted onto SC-LEU-HIS me-
dium containing 2% glucose to repress the expression of the
endogenous NAB3 or control medium (SC-HIS � 2% galac-
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tose). These plates were incubated at 24, 30, and 37 °C for 3
days.
Western Blot Analysis—Protein extracts were prepared

from cultures grown either on galactose containing medium
and cultures shifted to glucose containing medium (as de-
scribed above). Proteins were resolved on a 12% SDS-PAGE
gel, transferred to nitrocellulose membrane by a semi-dry
electroblotter (Bio-Rad), and probed for the presence of
Nab3p with the mAb 2F12 (41), or antibodies directed against
the HA epitope (sc805, Santa Cruz Biotechnology) present on
the endogenous Nab3. For loading control we used the anti-
bodies against Air2 protein (42).

RESULTS

Structure of Nab3 RRM—The RRM of S. cerevisiae Nab3
was examined by NMR spectroscopy (Fig. 1, A and B). The
1H, 13C, and 15N chemical shift assignments were obtained as
described previously (24). All NMR experiments were mea-

sured at a high salt concentration (300 mM NaCl, 50 mM so-
dium phosphate (pH 8.0), and 10 mM �-mercaptoethanol) to
prevent protein precipitation. The solution structure determi-
nation of Nab3 RRM employed homonuclear and hetero-
nuclear NMR techniques. The 15N-1H HSQC experiment
shows a well dispersed spectrum (Fig. 1C), indicating a folded
domain. There are a number of missing peaks in this spec-
trum that mainly correspond to the N- and C-terminal re-
gions of the studied protein construct (outside of the RRM
domain). These regions were included in the study as they
often form additional structural elements (�-strand or �-he-
lix) in RRMs or contribute to the RNA binding. In addition,
several residues in the loops showed no NMR signals. These
missing signals are likely a result from the relatively high pH
used in the NMR study that was necessary to prevent the pre-
cipitation of Nab3 RRM. The three-dimensional structure of
Nab3 RRM was determined by combined automated NOESY
cross-peak assignment (30) and structure calculations with

FIGURE 1. Overview of the RRM of Nab3 sequence, topology, NMR spectra, solution structure, and domain structure in Nab3 and Nrd1. A, amino
acid sequence of the S. cerevisiae Nab3 RRM along with its secondary structure elements and general consensus of RNP1 and RNP2 motifs. B, a schematic
drawing of the domain structure of Nab3 and Nrd1. C, two-dimensional 1H-15N HSQC spectrum of 2.5 mM uniformly 15N,13C-labeled Nab3 RRM in 50 mM

sodium phosphate buffer (pH 8.0), 300 mM NaCl, and 10 mM �-mercaptoethanol (90% H2O, 10% D2O). The spectrum was acquired at 303 K on a Bruker
Avance 600 MHz spectrometer. The assignments are labeled by the one-letter code of amino acids accompanied by a sequence number. The side chain
resonances of asparagine and glutamine are connected by horizontal lines. D, stereo view of the 20 lowest energy structures of Nab3 RRM. The protein back-
bone is shown as a wire model. E, stereo view of the representative (the lowest energy) structure of Nab3 RRM shown as a ribbon diagram. The figure was
generated with MOLMOL (38).
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torsion angle dynamics implemented in the program CYANA
2.1 (43), followed by refinement in explicit solvent using
AMBER 10 (33). An ensemble of the 20 lowest energy struc-
tures along with the best energy structure are shown in Fig. 1,
D and E, respectively. These structures have an average back-
bone root mean square deviation of 0.57 � 0.12 Å for the sec-
ondary structure elements. A full summary of structural sta-
tistics including the backbone �-� angle distribution is given
in Table 1.
The three-dimensional structure of Nab3 RRM adopts a

compact fold with an �1�1�2�3�2�4 topology that is similar
to the canonical fold of RRM family (21, 22). The fold is com-
posed of two �-helices and a 310 helix that are packed along a
face of a four-stranded antiparallel �-sheet. A central hy-
drophobic core composed of the residues shown in Fig. 1A
stabilizes the fold of the domain. Nab3 RRM contains a
well conserved signature of the RRM family, RNP1 and
RNP2 sequences (44–46). These two conserved amino acid
sequences found between Leu332–Leu337 and Asn364–
Phe371 are located on the �3- and �1-strands, respectively.
Their sequence compositions correspond to the general
RNP2 and RNP1 consensus (ILV)-(FY)-(ILV)-X-N-L and

(RK)-G-(FY)-(GA)-(FY)-(ILV)-X-(FY), respectively, except
for the first two amino acids of the RNP1 (Fig. 1A). Nab3
RRM has asparagine and alanine in these positions (Fig.
1A). The presence of aromatic residues in RNP1 and RNP2
sequences, which usually mediates the stacking interaction
with RNA bases, along with a number of basic and polar
residues on the �-sheet surface, indicate a potential role of
Nab3 RRM in RNA binding.
Characterization of the Nab3-UCUU Interactions by

NMR—To investigate the interaction and binding mode be-
tween Nab3 RRM and RNA, we carried out an NMR chemical
shift perturbation study with a UCUU element, which has
been shown to elicit transcription termination via the Nrd1
pathway. In the RNA titration experiment, we observed that
the protein amide resonances moved upon RNA binding from
their initial positions, corresponding to the free form, in a step-
wise directional manner until they reach their final positions that
correspond to the fully bound state, with stoichiometry of 1:1
(Fig. 2). Additional RNA aliquots resulting in excess RNA re-
sulted in no further change of chemical shifts, confirming the 1:1
stoichiometry of the complex. These titration data suggest that
protein amide resonances are in a fast exchange regime between

TABLE 1
NMR and refinement statistics for Nab3 RRM and Nab3 RRM–UCUU complex

NMR distance and dihedral angle restraints Nab3 RRM Nab3 RRM–UCUU complex

Distance restraints
Total NOEs 857 852
Intra-residue 201 228
Inter-residue
Sequential (�i–j� � 1) 218 187
Medium range (1 ��i-j��5) 164 116
Long range (�i–j[bar � 5) 274 310

Hydrogen bond restraints 25 25
Intermolecular 11
Dihedral angle restraints
� and � 76 88a

Structure statisticsb
Residual NOE violations (mean � S.D.)
Number 	 0.20 Å 1.5 (� 0.83) 4 (� 2)
Maximum (Å) 0.24 (� 0.03) 0.46 (� 0.08)

Residual dihedral angle violations
Number 	 10.0° 0 0
Maximum (°) 0 0

Ramachandran plot statisticsb,c,d
Residues in most favored regions (%) 90.8 88.6
Residues in additionally allowed regions (%) 9.1 9.6
Residues in generously allowed regions (%) 0.1 1.7
Residues in disallowed regions (%) 0.0 0.1

Deviations from idealized geometry
Bond length (Å) 0.0011 � 0.0001 0.0010 � 0.0001
Bond angles (Å) 1.46 � 0.02 1.48 � 0.02

Average root mean square deviation to mean
structure (Å)b

Protein
Backbone atomsb 0.57 � 0.12 0.49 � 0.10
Heavy atomsb 1.46 � 0.16 1.24 � 0.12

RNA
All RNA heavy atomse 0.98 � 0.21

Complex
Proteinb and RNA heavy atomse 1.27 � 0.12

WHAT IFf structure Z-scoresd,g
Packing quality 
2.3 
1.9
Ramachandran plot appearance 
3.5 
3.1

a Includes C2�-endo sugar pucker and anti conformation of the glycosidic bond was used for all nucleotides (56).
b Calculated for an ensemble of the 20 lowest energy structures.
c Based on PROCHECK analysis (32).
d Calculated for the structured part of the protein construct.
e Calculated for U1C2U3.
f Based on WHAT IF analysis (37).
g Z-score (54, 55) is defined as the deviation from the average value for this indicator observed in a database of high-resolution crystal structures.
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their free and bound forms relative to NMR time scale. The
binding of UCUU to the RRM of Nab3 induces chemical shift
perturbation of the residues shown in Fig. 2.
These chemical shift changes indicate that the abovemen-

tioned residues are involved in binding to the RNA, or alterna-
tively, could undergo a conformational change upon RNA bind-
ing. Mapping the perturbed residues on the sequence of Nab3
RRMdelineates that the Nab3 RRM binds the RNA through its
�-sheet surface and also through the �2�3 loop (Fig. 2C).
Structure of Nab3 RRM in Complex with UCUU—When

solving the structure of Nab3 RRM bound to RNA, we exten-
sively tested different lengths of RNA, buffer conditions, and
temperatures with the aim to optimize the NMR spectral
quality of the complexes. Longer RNA substrates, a UCUU

core motif with flanking sequences, resulted in the significant
broadening of NMR signals of the complexes. Interestingly,
we obtained the NMR spectra of better quality (for both pro-
tein and RNA in complex) with a four-nucleotide UCUU de-
spite the fact that this RNA has lower affinity to Nab3 RRM
compared with the longer substrates (see below). Similar im-
provement of the NMR spectral quality by using of a minimal
specific RNA sequence has also been observed for other pro-
tein-RNA complexes investigated by NMR (47–49). There-
fore, we pursued the structure determination of the Nab3
RRM-UCUU complex.
The RRM of Nab3 in complex with RNA display the canon-

ical RRM-fold with an �1�1�2�3�2�4 topology and is similar
to that of the unbound form (Figs. 1 and 3). Akin to the free

FIGURE 2. NMR titration experiments of Nab3 RRM with UCUU RNA. A, 1H-15N HSQC spectra of Nab3 RRM alone (in red) and in the presence of 1 eq of
5�-UCUU-3� (in blue) at 303 K. B, close-up views of the 1H-15N HSQC spectra, showing selected chemical shift changes during the titration. C, quantification
of chemical shift perturbations of Nab3 RRM upon binding to UCUU RNA. The combined chemical shift perturbations ([�HN��HN]2 � [�N��N]2)1/2, where
�HN � 1 and �N � 0.154 are weight factors of the nucleus (52), are plotted versus the amino acid residue number. Large changes occur on the �-sheet sur-
face. The assignments of residues indicated by asterisks could not be obtained for neither the free nor bound protein, or indicates proline residues.
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FIGURE 3. Overview of the solution structure of the Nab3 RRM in complex with UCUU. A, stereo view of the 20 lowest energy structures of the Nab3
RRM-UCUU complex. The protein backbone is shown as a wire model in black. The RNA heavy atoms are shown as a wire model in red. B, stereo view of the
representative (the lowest energy) structure of the Nab3 RRM-UCUU complex. The RNA is represented as a white stick model and the protein is shown as a
ribbon model with residues that contact the RNA shown in yellow. Putative hydrogen bonds are shown by dotted magenta lines. C, scheme showing con-
tacts between Nab3 RRM and the UCUU RNA. Protein residues that form putative hydrogen bonds to the RNA are shown in blue and the one having hydro-
phobic interactions are in yellow. A hypothetic recognition of U4 is labeled by a gray question mark. D, solvent-accessible surface representation of Nab3
RRM colored by electrostatic potential (blue, positive; red, negative) and stick representation for the RNA of the representative structure of the complex.
Figures were generated with MOLMOL (38).
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form of Nab3 RRM, the N- and C-terminal regions as well as
the long �2�4 loop are structurally undefined due to the lack
of experimental data. The UCUU RNA adopts a single-
stranded conformation and the first three nucleotides are po-
sitioned over the whole �-sheet surface in a canonical ar-
rangement in which the 5� end is located on the first half of
the �-sheet (�4�1) and the 3� end on the second half (�3�2)
(21, 22) (Fig. 2). The overall position of RNA on the �-sheet
coincides with the perturbed residues from the titration ex-
periment (Figs. 2 and 3). All bases have an anti conformation
of the glycosidic bond and C2�-endo conformation of the
sugar pucker.
The NMR spectra provided a limited number of intermo-

lecular NOEs (11 unambiguous intermolecular NOEs) that
loosely define the position of U1C2U3 on the �-sheet surface
of Nab3 RRM (Fig. 3A), but are sufficient to reveal the molec-
ular basis of U1C2U3 recognition by Nab3 RRM (Fig. 3, B and
C; the protein-RNA hydrogen bonds described below are in-
ferred from the final ensemble of structures and thus they
should be considered as putative hydrogen bonds). We could
not define the position of U4 due to the lack of intermolecular
NOEs. Based on NMR titration data, we speculate that U4
could be recognized by the asparagine side chain or a main
chain of the �2–�3 loop that are in proximity to the base of
U4, as displayed in the representative structure (Fig. 3B). In
our NMR structure, C2 and U3 are involved in base stacking
with the aromatic rings of Phe333 and Phe368, respectively.
The Watson-Crick edge of C2 is recognized by the main chain
carbonyl group of Val398 and the hydroxyl group of Ser399 that
form hydrogen bonds with the amino and imino groups of C2,
respectively. One-half of the 20 structures in the final ensem-
ble has Arg331 in a position in which it contacts the O2 oxygen
of C2 (for the importance of Arg331 see below). In addition, it
is likely also that Ser400 could be involved in the recognition
of C2 as the resonances of this residue broadened beyond de-
tection upon RNA binding. Our structure also rules out the
possibility that a purine could be accommodated in the C2
position due to a steric restriction imposed by the Glu397 side
chain.
The recognition of U3 is mediated by the Arg331 and Asn361

side chains. The side chain NH2 group of Arg331 contacts the
O4 carbonyl functional group of the base and the side chain
carbonyl group of Asn361 forms a hydrogen bond with the
imino proton of U3. Akin to C2, the position of U3 cannot be
exchanged by a purine due to a steric hindrance of Arg331.
The sugar of the U3 residue is further contacted by the ali-
phatic region of the Lys363 side chain.

In contrast to C2 and U3, the recognition of U1 is less evi-
dent from the structure. A single hydrogen bond is formed
between the imino proton of U1 and the O	 of Glu397. There
are also hydrophobic contacts between the sugar and the base
of U1 and the side chain of Ile395. However, these contacts do
not explain fully the sequence specificity of a uridine nucleo-
tide. A cytidine nucleotide in this position could also form a
similar interaction with the glutamate. Altogether, our NMR
structure indicates that Nab3 RRM recognizes the YCU se-
quence (where Y stands for pyrimidine).

Nab3 RRM Binds the Nab3 Termination Element with Low
Affinity—The FA measurements were carried out to further
characterize the binding of Nab3 RRM to various RNA sub-
strates. In FA measurements, formation of the protein-RNA
complex is monitored directly from an increase of the FA
value that occurs when the protein binds fluorescently labeled
RNA. Binding curves were recorded in the course of titration
experiments, where protein aliquots were added to 10 nM
fluorescently labeled RNAs (Fig. 4).
First, we assayed the binding affinity of Nab3 RRM to

UCUU that has been reported as the minimal Nab3 termina-
tor element. A tetranucleotide GUAA was used as a nonspe-
cific control substrate. The comparison of the anisotropy data
for specific and nonspecific four-nucleotide substrates along
with determined equilibrium dissociation constants (Kd) are
shown in Fig. 4A. Corresponding logarithmic values of Ka
(Ka � 1/Kd) are shown in graph in Fig. 4E. Nab3 RRM binds
the specific recognition sequence UCUU with more than
6-fold higher affinity compared with the nonspecific substrate
GUAA.
As terminator elements often occur in multiple repeats, we

tested a longer substrate with three UCUU repeats. The sub-
strate sequence was derived from the snR47 that is terminated
by the Nrd1 pathway (Fig. 4F). Nab3 RRM binds the three
UCUU-containing substrate with a Kd of 48 � 2 �M, 1 order
of magnitude stronger than we observed for a single UCUU
motif (Fig. 4B). Furthermore, we assayed snR13, which is an-
other naturally occurring Nrd1-dependent terminator that
contains two UCUU and one CCU motifs (Fig. 4F). As ex-
pected, Nab3 RRM binds this substrate with a Kd of 46 � 1
�M, a similar binding affinity to that of snR47 (Fig. 4B). As a
control, we used SL RNA, which has a similar size and its se-
quence lacks UCUU or even CU recognition motifs (Fig. 4F).
For this nonspecific substrate, Nab3 RRM binding is reduced
more than 30-fold compared with the snR13 and snR47 ter-
minators (Fig. 4, B and E).
Nrd1 RRM Binds the Nrd1 Termination Element with Low

Affinity—As Nab3 RRM binds its termination motif with a
low affinity, we therefore decided to investigate the RNA-
binding properties of Nrd1 RRM, which is the second RNA-
binding domain occurring in the Nrd1-dependent termina-
tion complex (Fig. 1B). Akin to Nab3 RRM, we assayed the
binding affinity of Nrd1 RRM to RNA using FA. We found
that Nrd1 RRM-(340–410) binds to the minimal termination
RNA sequence GUAA (GUAR is known as the Nrd1-termina-
tion element (where R stands for purine) (18) with a low affin-
ity in the mid-micromolar range (Fig. 4C; Kd of 66 � 1 �M).
Next, we assayed a longer RNA substrate, snR13, which con-
tains two GUAR motifs (Fig. 4F). The titration curve for
snR13 yielded a Kd of 11 � 1 �M (Fig. 4C).
A Complex of Nrd1-Nab3 Binds RNA with High Affinity—

As the Nrd1 and Nab3 proteins form a heterodimer in vivo
and in vitro (19), we assayed RNA binding of the co-expressed
Nrd1-Nab3 heterodimer (19) using FA. As a substrate, we
used RNA derived from the snR13 terminator that contains
two copies of each recognition element (Fig. 4F). This RNA
substrate binds the Nrd1-Nab3 heterodimer with a Kd of
2.4 � 0.3 nM (Fig. 4D), about 4–5 orders of magnitude stron-
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ger compared with the individual RRMs of Nrd1 and Nab3
(Fig. 4E). Another snR13-derived substrate, 1⁄2 snR13, contain-
ing only one copy of each recognition element (Fig. 4F), binds
the Nrd1-Nab3 heterodimer with only a slightly lower affinity
(Kd of 5.3 � 0.6 nM). However, when one of the recognition
elements (either Nrd1 or Nab3) is removed from the 1⁄2 snR13
substrate, the affinity is reduced such that the dissociation
constant cannot be determined (saturation of the binding
curve cannot not be reached due to the low solubility limit of
the Nrd1-Nab3 heterodimer; data not shown).
Impacts of Nab3 RRM Point Mutations on RNA Binding

Affinity—It has been shown previously that mutations of C2
and U3 in the UCUU motif reduce the binding affinity to
Nab3 (18) or to the Nrd1-Nab3 heterodimer (19). We per-
formed the converse experiments in which we assessed Nab3
RRMmutants for their ability to bind snR47 RNA in a quanti-
tative solution binding assay by fluorescence anisotropy titra-
tion experiments. We mutated the non-canonical amino acid
residues on the �-sheet surface (R331A, N361A, S399A, and
E397A) that specifically recognize the bases of the U1C2U3
sequence (Fig. 3, B and C). These residues surround the con-
served residues of RNP1 and RNP2 consensuses. We found
that mutants R331A and S399A showed a 3–4-fold decrease
in binding affinity of that demonstrated by the wild-type pro-
tein (Fig. 5A). In contrast, mutants N361A and E397A showed
binding affinity similar to the wild-type Nab3 RRM (Fig. 5A).
Functional Significance of the Nab3 RRM Residues That

Contact RNA—To address the importance of the specific con-
tacts identified in the Nab3 RRM-UCUU complex for Nab3
function in vivo, single amino acid mutants (R331A, S399A,

S399K, E397A, and E397K) were prepared in a yeast expres-
sion vector and introduced into a yeast strain in which the
endogenous NAB3 promoter was replaced with the GAL1
promoter (3). To test whether the mutated residues were es-
sential for growth, the resulting transformants were spotted
onto glucose containing plates. The shift to glucose represses
the expression of the GAL1-driven endogenous NAB3, which
completely impairs cell viability (Fig. 5B). This lethality was
rescued by wild-type Nab3 (Fig. 5B). Mutating the three resi-
dues involved in the recognition of C2 and U3 (Fig. 3), R331A,
N361A and S399A, or S399K, caused lethality (Fig. 5B), pro-
viding further support for the functional significance of these
contacts. In contrary, the Glu397 mutant displayed only slow
growth at 24 and 37 °C.
To further confirm that mutant lethality was not due to

impaired protein expression, we performed Western blot
analysis with antibodies directed against Nab3 and antibodies
against the HA tag present on the endogenous Nab3 only. We
detected similar levels of Nab3 in all proteins expressed episo-
mally, whereas no HA-tagged endogenous Nab3 was detected
in yeast grown on glucose medium (Fig. 5C).

DISCUSSION

RNA Recognition by Nab3 RRM and Its Comparison with
Other RRMs—We have solved the structure of Nab3 RRM in
free form and in complex with UCUU. In both forms, the fold
of Nab3 RRM is very similar, with minor adjustments upon
RNA binding, and resembles canonical RRM (21–23). How-
ever, it has shorter �-helices than observed in the structures

FIGURE 4. Equilibrium binding of Nab3 RRM, Nrd1 RRM, and Nrd1-Nab3 heterodimer with fluorescently labeled RNA monitored by fluorescence
anisotropy. A, Nab3 RRM was titrated with UCUU and GUAA (each 10 nM), and their binding isotherms are shown as red circles and triangles, respectively.
B, Nab3 RRM was titrated with snR47, snR13, and SL substrates (each 10 nM), and their binding isotherms are shown as red circles, squares, and triangles, re-
spectively. C, Nrd1 RRM was titrated with GUAA and snR13 (each 10 nM) and their binding isotherms are shown as blue inverted triangles and circles, respec-
tively. D, Nrd1-Nab3 heterodimer was titrated with snR13 (100 pM). E, summary of the association constants (Ka) for the RRM of Nrd1 (in blue) and Nab3 (in
red) in their free forms as well as for the Nrd1-Nab3 heterodimer (in black). Logarithmic scale of Ka is shown to cover a wide range of affinities. F, RNA se-
quences used in the affinity measurements. The buffers contained the same ion strength and pH values for all proteins. Equilibrium dissociation constant
(Kd) was calculated from the best fit to the data using a single-site binding isotherm. Error is denoted as S.E. The data were normalized for visualization pur-
poses (A–C).
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of canonical RRMs, and an extra 310 helix between the �1 he-
lix and �2 strand (22).

Nab3 RRM binds UCUU in a canonical manner as observed
in other RRM-RNA complexes (21–23). Specifically, Nab3
RRM contains a well conserved signature of the RRM family,
RNP1 and RNP2 sequences (44–46). Two conserved pheny-
lalanine residues are used in RNP1 (Phe333) and RNP2
(Phe368) to mediate the stacking interaction with RNA bases
C2 and U3, respectively. These aromatic residues are sur-
rounded by basic and polar amino acid residues that mediate
the sequence-specific recognition of C2U3 and in part of U1.
The specifically recognized nucleotides are accommodated
on the �-sheet only and neither loops nor N-/C-terminal re-
gions to the RRM are involved in the recognition process.
Interestingly, the binding preference for CU has also been

reported for the polypyrimidine tract-binding protein (PTB)
(49). Unlike Nab3 RRM, PTB RRMs display additional topol-
ogy elements to the canonical RRM involved in RNA recogni-
tion and significantly differ from RNP1 and RNP2 consensus
(Fig. 6A). In particular, PTB RRMs lack aromatic residues in
RNP1 and RNP2 that usually make extensive stacking interac-
tions with the RNA bases and sugars as in the case of Nab3
RRM (Fig. 6). In addition, the structures of Nab3 and PTB
RRMs revealed that these domains are sequentially unrelated
on the entire RNA interaction surface, except for the last ser-
ine residue of �-strand 4 that is present in all PTB and Nab3

RRMs (Fig. 6A). The serine residue is involved in recognition
of a cytosine in the structures of PTB (49) and Nab3 bound to
RNA (Fig. 6). Furthermore, in the structures of PTB RRM1-
RNA and Nab3 RRM-RNA, recognition of the 5�-end uridine
is mediated in a similar way in which its imino proton is con-
tacted by glutamine and glutamate, respectively (Fig. 6). In
both structures, a cytidine could be tolerated instead of a uri-
dine in this position. In contrast, recognition of the 3�-end
uridine is mediated differently in these two structures.
Whereas Nab3 RRM utilizes the side chains of arginine (in
�1) and asparagine (in �2) to recognize the uridine, PTB
RRM1 uses the main chain of leucine and lysine located in the
C-terminal extension to the RRM to facilitate the uridine
binding.
The importance of the serine residue, which is discussed

above, is demonstrated by our affinity measurements with the
Nab3 RRM S399A mutant that decreases the binding affinity
to its UCUU-containing substrate (Fig. 5A). Correspondingly,
in vivo analyses of Nab3 S399A or S399K mutants show that
the serine residue is essential for yeast viability (Fig. 5B). Simi-
larly, the decreased affinity of the Nab3 RRM R331A mutant
to the RNA is manifested by the lethal effect in yeast (Fig. 5).
Interestingly, Asn361, which specifically recognizes U3 along
with Arg331, shows lethality in vivo for the N361A mutant,
whereas the affinity of this mutant is only slightly reduced
compared with the wild-type (Fig. 5). Furthermore, the

FIGURE 5. The important residues of Nab3 RRM that are required for RNA binding and cell viability. A, equilibrium binding of Nab3 RRM mutants with
fluorescently labeled RNA monitored by fluorescence anisotropy. The Nab3 RRM R331A, N361A, S399A, and E397A mutants along with the wild-type of
Nab3 RRM were titrated with fluorescently labeled snR47 substrate. Equilibrium association constants (Ka) are shown for individual mutants with S.E. B, resi-
dues Arg331, Ser399, and Asn361 are required for yeast viability. The indicated Nab3 RRM mutants were expressed episomally from pRS415 plasmids in the
yeast strain with the endogenous NAB3 driven by the GAL1 promoter. Mutant strains were spotted on plates containing 2% glucose and a control galactose
plate and incubated for 3 days at the indicated temperatures. Growth on glucose-containing plates leads to the repression of GAL1-driven wild-type Nab3,
and thus shows the functionality of the different Nab3 mutants. Vector is a control where the GAL1::NAB3 strain contains an empty pRS415 plasmid, wt is
the wild-type NAB3. C, expression of Nab3 proteins from pRS415 in glucose-containing medium. Western blot analysis was perfomed with protein extracts
from the original GAL1::NAB3 strain (DLY889) grown in galactose-containing medium and extracts from DLY889 transformed with plasmids carrying wild-
type and mutant NAB3 grown for 20 h in glucose-containing medium. Air2 was used as a loading control.
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N361A mutant yeast strain shows accumulation of cryptic
unstable transcripts when shifted to glucose,7 supporting the
functional significance of this contact in the termination via
the Nrd1 pathway. The Glu397 mutant does not have an im-
pact on RNA binding in vitro and causes only slow growth at
higher temperatures, indicating a minor role of this contact
for the function of Nab3. Altogether, these functional data
corroborate with our structural findings that Nab3 RRM spe-
cifically recognizes the YCU sequence.
Association between Nab3 and Nrd1 Increases the Affinity

to the Termination Sequences—Our FA experiments
showed that Nab3 RRM binds UCUU with the high micro-
molar range of equilibrium dissociation constant (Kd), yet
the Nab3 RRM binds nonspecific four-nucleotide RNA
with a Kd in the low millimolar range (Fig. 4). The observed
affinity for the specific RNA substrate is weaker than the
affinity usually observed for single canonical RRMs (21,
47). The affinity of Nab3 RRM binding to UCUU is lower
by 2-fold compared with the affinity of PTB RRM1 to
CUCU that also recognizes the YCU motif (Fig. 6) (47).
Interestingly, the apparent Kd of Nab3 RRM binding to

longer RNAs with multiple UCUU motifs (snR47 and
snR13) are �50 �M, more than 1 order of magnitude stron-
ger than we observed for a single UCUU motif (Fig. 4). The
increased binding affinity likely originates from the pres-
ence of multiple binding sites and due to the presence of
flanking sequences to the UCUU motif in snR47 and snR13
RNA substrates. The effect of flanking sequences is likely
nonspecific, mediated by electrostatic interactions of addi-
tional phosphate groups. A similar increase in the binding
affinity, when multiple binding motifs are present, has also
been observed for the RRMs of PTB (47). The formation of
multiple complexes between the snR47-derived RNA sub-
strate and an RRM-containing Nab3 construct (Nab3-
(277–565)) has also been observed previously using elec-
trophoretic mobility shift assay (18). It has been also
demonstrated that mutations in the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th posi-
tion of the UCUU motif decrease the binding affinity to the
Nab3-(277–565) (18). Furthermore, our data showed that
Nrd1, the second RNA-binding subunit of the Nrd1 com-
plex containing a single RRM, binds its termination ele-
ment, GUAA, with a low affinity (Kd of 66 � 1 �M; Fig. 4).
Therefore, it is very likely that Nrd1 and Nab3 bind RNA in

a cooperative manner to achieve the nanomolar range of af-7 F. Hobor, D. Hrossova, S. Vanacova, and R. Stefl, unpublished data.

FIGURE 6. Recognition of YCU by Nab3 and PTB RRMs. A, sequence alignment of PTB RRM1, -2, -3, and -4 and Nab3 RRM whose structures have been
solved. The alignment was performed using ClustalW (53) and manually optimized using the three-dimensional structural information (49). For the RRMs of
PTB, amino acids interacting with the RNA are shown in red boxes, residues in gray and black boxes are located in the �-sheet and residues in yellow and
cyan boxes are in the �- or 310 helices, respectively (49). Residues in gray boxes form the hydrophobic core of the domains. For the RRM of Nab3, residues in
red boxes are significantly perturbed upon RNA binding. B, comparison of Nab3 RRM (left: in yellow and red schematics) and PTB RRM1 (right: in cyan sche-
matics) binding to UCU nucleotides (represented as a stick model). The protein residues that mediate the specific recognition are highlighted as a stick
model. The C-terminal region of PTB RRM1 that mediates the recognition of U3 is shown in magenta.
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finity to snR13 RNA, as previously estimated using electro-
phoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA) (19). Indeed, our FA
measurements showed that the Nrd1-Nab3 heterodimer
binds snR13 RNA with a Kd in the low nanomolar range, 4–5
orders of magnitude stronger compared with the individual
RRMs of Nrd1 and Nab3 (Fig. 4E). The RRMs of Nrd1 and
Nab3 do not bind each other (data not shown) and the re-
gions that mediate the formation of the heterodimer are lo-
cated near the N-terminal of each RRM (13).7 It is difficult to
assay the binding affinity of full-length Nrd1 and Nab3 indi-
vidually due to their instability (19); the Nrd1 alone rapidly
aggregates.7 However, other regions outside of the RRMs of
Nrd1 and Nab3 are not expected to contribute significantly to
RNA binding as they do not contain an identifiable RNA-
binding domain. In a similar way, the cooperative RNA bind-
ing of two RRM-containing proteins U2AF65 and U2AF35 is
utilized to enhance the affinity and selectivity in the process
of defining the site of spliceosomal assembly (50, 51).
Implication for Poly(A) Independent Transcription

Termination—We have shown that the RRM of Nab3 binds
specifically the YCU sequence (where Y stands for pyrimi-
dine). This is in good agreement with previous functional data
that led to the proposal of the UCUU sequence as the Nab3
termination element (6, 18). However, the first position of the
UCUU motif is not fully conserved in some snRNA down-
stream sequences (18); it can be either U or C that perfectly
matches our structural findings. Furthermore, the last posi-
tion of UCUU is also not fully conserved but we cannot ex-
plain the recognition of another nucleotide due to the lack of
experimental data for the recognition of this nucleotide in our
structure. Considering the specificity only for the CU dinucle-
otide and relatively weak affinity of Nab3 RRM to YCU-like
sequences, it is evident that Nab3 alone cannot recruit the
Nrd1 complex to the correct termination sites. Indeed, we
show the first quantitative evidence that the association of
Nrd1 and Nab3 (each protein contains a single RRM) facili-
tates high affinity binding and sequence selectivity. It remains
to be seen whether additional sequence elements are recog-
nized, in addition to YCU and GUAR, upon the association of
Nrd1-Nab3.
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